VIP Analysis of HB 836
Session Law 2015-103
(Note: all changes to the law are either added or removed, and
annotated as such.)

Key term…what is a “HAVA ID”

The “HAVA ID,”
created in the 2003
Help America Vote
Act and quickly
adopted in NC,
offers voters a
limitless array of
non-photo
documents that are
impossible for
election workers to
authenticate. Their
purpose (under
federal law) is to
serve as “voter ID”
for any state
without photo-ID
requirements.
While most honest
people would pull
out a photo ID
when asked for ID,
the seasoned vote
thief will pull out a
HAVA ID, knowing
there is nothing the
law can do to
prevent him/her
from voting with it.
HB 589 banned
HAVA IDs in all
cases except
curbside voting. HB
836 allows them
for any voter who
simply claims they
cannot find the
wallet.
Provisional ballot
rules imply due
diligence and
scrutiny, but this
law ties Election
Boards’ hands in
counting RID
ballots.

This law re-opens
the door to non-US
citizens voting with
long-expired DLs.
Tens of thousands
were issued DLs in
2004-06 without
proving citizenship.
A 2004 DL expired
in 2012 and Under
this law) will now
be allowed as voter
ID until 2016.
Media estimates
say 75,000 non-citz
per year took
advantage of NC’s
immigrant-friendly
DL laws. The # who
registered to vote
at the same time
(with the help of
agenda-driven
DMV employees) is
unknown.

Exploits a loophole
not requiring photo
ID from absent
voters, by offering
an absentee ballot
to any voter who
refuses to provide
photo ID.

Signage will be
required at every
early voting
location giving an
easy out for
anybody refusing
to show a photo ID.
§163-230.1 sets a
deadline of 5 PM,
the Tuesday before
the election, but
the state will be
sued or the GA will
be coerced to alter
the law, in order to
allow no-ID voters
to exploit this
loophole
throughout the
early voting period.

RID voter can
present one of 3
forms of “ID,” but
need only give one.
See the next page
for the specific
wording on how to
count RID ballots.

DOB and SSN-4
are given only if
the voter “opts to
provide” it.

RID voter needs
only to present
one of 3 forms of
“ID.”

DOB and SSN-4
will be verified,
but only if voter
provides them.
This is not
possible unless
the BOE releases
the names of
every RID voter at
the end of each
day. False ID
challenges are not
allowed.

“Valid” is never
defined. County
BOE has no
authority to reject
any RID ballot,
unless the voter
gives “obviously
nonsensical” or a
lie (that nobody is
required to
investigate)
The voter who
fails to give an
SSN-4 & DOB or a
voter ID card or a
HAVA ID will be
allowed to return
the BOE in a few
days and present
them. This rule
should apply as a
“must” for
anybody refusing
to present a
photo ID when
voting.

Hammers home
the new law that
NO photo ID is
required in order
to vote in NC. All
the voter needs is
the non-photo
registration card
they typically
receive in the
mailbox. AND if
they get these in
the mail for
former occupants
at their address,
that’s all they will
need in order to
vote under that
person’s name!

Reference §163-166.13(e)(1) & (2) [See p.2 of this document]
These are the latest NC DMV Laws Affecting Illegal Immigrants
This is the 2006 law
that forced the DMV to
accept only Scial
Security Numbers in
issuing DLs and ID
cards.

Taxpayer ID Number
no longer considered
proof of identity in
DMV transactions.

Effective July 27, 2006,
taxpayer ID Number no
longer considered
proof of identity in
DMV transactions. The
last of these licenses
expired eight years
later, in 2014. Under
HB 836, they will serve
as voter ID four years
after that date.

